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abstract: This paper is concerned with the ongoing changes and the evolution of CAAD
using machine-assisted techniques. It is feasible to create a hypothesis of the identity of
the discipline depicted in the archived published output, and semantically link it to the
data cloud. This allows for expansion of the meanings embodied in the research and inference about what CAAD is, and to trace back how the field progressed. We present several
case-studies showing how this inference is done and finally, observations are elaborated
and an outlook on further work is discussed.
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résumé : Cet article traite des changements actuels et de l’évolution du CAAD basé sur des
techniques ayant recours à des machines. Il est possible de poser une hypothèse quant à l’identité de la discipline représentée par la production publiée archivée et de la lier sémantiquement
à un nuage de données. Cela permet de développer la signification au cœur de la recherche,
d’inférer ce que le CAAD est, et de retracer comment ce domaine a progressé. Nous présentons
quelques études de cas démontrant comment nous procédons à cette induction. Finalement,
nous faisons part de nos observations et traçons des pistes de recherche.
mots-clés : Ontologie, conglomération, métrique, dispositif d’apprentissage, extraction de
données
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1. INTRODUCTION

CAAD can be regarded as an established field, which looks back on a longstanding history and a “track record” of thousands of publications. However,
it has to be noted that a substantial part has been generated as a conference
paper, as the five “regional” associations—apart from CAADFutures—serve
the community with annual platforms for scholarly communications. Though
a repository exists, where principal access to the common body of knowledge
is secured, further efforts are required to “retrieve more” out of this expanding
digital library environment. Where have we been coming from? Where do we
go from here? It can be confirmed, that that there is a steadily growing body
of knowledge in the area of CAAD, which defines the growing need for a higher
degree of “supporting guidance” through this bunch of information as well.
The annual growth is to order of 500-600 peer-reviewed documents, and a
threshold of some 10,000 records in the CumInCAD database is approached,
with a citation index containing four times as many entries defining the wider
context of this research.
This paper is to be regarded as a contribution towards extending the metrics used in the “Topics of CAAD”, which are clustering and ontological learning/
mining. The procedure is based on (i) an ontology-driven classification, (ii)
assigning semantics to, and mining of concepts from CAAD corpus, and (iii)
initial time-based analysis. These efforts are accompanied by a set of productive
knowledge-technology services, which allows for multiple visualizations for
the information space constructed by CAAD research. To this end, an infrastructure to explore the CAAD corpus is made available online, and various
types of tests are embedded already.
In Section 2, the state of the art of this contribution is related to previous
work in the area of CAAD. Having the context clearly defined, the working
conditions for the lines of development are elaborated. In the next section the
ontology framework is presented and this is to be regarded as an extendable,
module-based setup. Here we also propose a novel concept, the Micro-Social
Network, representing CAAD Research as a large-span, asynchronous communication between researchers. Section 4 presents the case studies, and the
paper ends with discussion and a conclusion.
2. RELATED EFFORTS AND SETUP

In the context of this paper first of all the “Topics of CAAD” (Turk et. al. 2001)
and the idea of an automated classification (Martens et. al. 2003) have to be
mentioned as this contribution is sharing similar interests. The use of citations
and reputability of papers is build upon as well (Cerovsek and Martens 2004).
These publications target the whole corpus of CAAD research, whereas similar
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questions were tackled for one association in terms of studying the patterns of
research (Chiu et al. 2002). However, the available whole data stock turned out
to be too small at that time. In a following paper Chiu and Lan (2003) focused
their main interest on the aspects of collaborative design and the required
information patterns.
The authors of this paper performed first “finger exercises” in the area of
knowledge management of CAAD research in 2006 (Bhatt and Martens 2006),
by elaborating the platform and the related components, such as reasoners,
knowledge acquisition, and semi-automated knowledge extraction. Bhatt (2008)
demonstrated knowledge representation infrastructures and services, showing
an open infrastructure to process architectural expertise and CAAD Ontology.
The use of knowledge representation and data mining techniques has progressed
since and allows for a understanding of the domain identity of CAAD as a
branch of studies.
It is important to distinct the “actors” as there is a knowledge services provider on one side and a knowledge services consumer on the other side. Furthermore, it has to be noted, that there is not just and only one “database”. However,
there is an information basis (bibliographical data stemming from papers, etc.),
which can be regarded to be static: The information remains to be as it was
published at a certain stage, though the records can be annotated. This is the
point were the individual human input comes into place. Classification and
„learning“ can take place by being a member in the in the community, attending conferences, exchanging with other members by whatever means. The
outcome of all these efforts is, however, hardly ever explicitly made accessible
to the whole community. This requires for newcomers efforts and use of time
to get an overview.
Therefore the scope of this contribution is less a fruitful “playing” with data.
In the end it can be regarded as a depiction of human behaviour. By utilizing
this behaviour along with data processing, it is possible to deliver added value.
So even as it seems that we are predominantly enumerating parts, it is rather
the combination of ontologies, interfaces and techniques that delivers the
“space”. It is not to be regarded as a patchwork of loosely connected elements,
but a linked data environment, or the Semantic Web.
The Semantic Web is a web of linked data, it is transforming the web from
a distributed file system to a distributed database system, rather than metaphoric artefacts (such a webpages), it uses RDF Triples and forms records
between them (sets, trees, graphs, or objects). These are connected using
semantic links, in such as way that it becomes possible to create “Web [in which
computers] become capable of analyzing all the data on the Web – the content,
links, and transactions between people and computers” (Berners-Lee,1999). This
type of a construct is very interesting while analyzing scientific publications,
as illustrated in Figure 1, diachronic changes related to a top concept in time.
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figure 1. evolution of the top concepts “education” in two ecaade conferences.

3. THE ONTOLOGY FRAMEWORK

A framework for change detection in CAAD is on the agenda. The “body of
knowledge” from many different sources has been translated into a common
Web Ontology Language representation, for each recorded entry:
• The CAAD Lexicon (or terms significant to CAAD research): A network of
concepts emerging from the defined central concepts in CAAD would support a study of the changes in these clusters. We study diachronic change
mostly, and identify several clusters of concepts that are unique CAAD as
a research field, and characterize them further (see Figure 2).
• The Ontologies for each recorded entry stored in CumInCAD: A study of
salient research papers by analyzing citations metrics, and show how agents
have used the salient concepts of CAAD to various results. We identify citations to see how some of these papers have influenced others in time, and
then analyze the structure of the paper itself (see Figure 3).
• The Ontology of Agents, Citations and Documents: A scholarly network of
“agents” associated with several papers and keywords. We illustrate the types
of networks associated with the scholarly activities in CAAD, and apply the
standard Network Analysis metrics to understand the field as a large-span,
asynchronous communication process (see Figure 4).

These directions aim at possibly revising the findings of previous research
on the structure of the field and focus on emerging patterns. By emphasizing
on the nature of change in CAAD as a discipline, a reiteration of the “Topics
of CAAD” is elaborated. Showing how ontologies could support the prosperous
self-organization, and visualization of research, this tripartite design allows us
to take each published artefact and analyze its internal structure Figure 2), and
dispositions around it.
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figure 2. two views of keyword clustering with the “topics of caad”

figure 3. cad’s seven deadly sins: network of authors, concepts and papers, the ontology
schema on top, and network of instances or terms occurring in the text on the bottom,
as occurring in caad’s seven deadly sins (maver 1995).
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figure 4. a micro-social network, with semantic links extracted by co-authorship
and citation analysis, using data from facebook and cumincad.

4. THE CAAD ONTOLOGY

The CAAD Ontology is an open or “virtual” ontology and it is possible to see
data through different lenses at different levels of rigor. For example, we embedded the Art and Architecture Thesaurus with (Figure 1) the CAAD Ontology
for our previous research (Bhatt and Martens 2006) to map the vocabulary for
CAAD in the context of architectural studies in general.
Figure 5 shows the CAAD Ontology in context of (a) the related domain
Ontologies and bibliographic databases, (b) Common knowledge, (c) social
network containers, and (d) exposures via RDF vocabularies to knowledgebases that are not yet integrated into this space. This construct makes it possible to embed the CAAD Ontology in a very large social-semantic network
having firstly, a Domain of Concepts where the Topics of CAAD are adequated
by a vast system of subjects and abstractions, and secondly, possible for researchers to embed the research ontology data in their social network profiles, and
create networks in that context.
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figure 5: caad ontology in the linked data cloud.
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4.1. Space of CAAD ontology

We use ontologies describing CAAD knowledge in the context of the semantic
web. Where they are coupled with some standard patterns in order to interlink
CAAD information with the linked data cloud. This creates a data web where
it is possible to conduct searches, and place the CAAD corpus in context of
several knowledge bases, bibliographic databases, and social networking containers. Though this listing presents solely the namespace, there is an API/
Services level provided as well, where the researcher can make several different
combinations, with Ontologies other than the listed, and programmatically
retrieve the results.
As a result, we can enrich the CAAD lexicon terms to the data web via
dereferenceable Extensible Resource Identifiers and semantic links, having
explicit semantics to do so using services such as :
• OpenCalais, an annotation and classification service utilizing ITPC News
Concepts from Reuters Thompson, takes arbitrary text as input and tags the
identifies named entities inside it. Apart from extracting named entities,
events and facts from text, OpenCalais API can connect the extracted entities to the Linked Data Cloud, and we use it to disambiguate, and represent
common knowledge inside the CAAD Ontology space.
• Architexturez Centrifuge, which has ontologies specific to Architecture as
a discipline, with three Ontologies loosely corresponding with the CAAD
ontology, namely, (i) A semantic network providing for constructs typical
in architecture, it allows for interpretation of concepts in a sense specific to
the discipline; (ii) A very large ontology of nouns found in Architectural
discourse; and (iii) An ontology of time having predicates for framing large
scholarly discourses in time extends the ISI-Time ontology with constructs
specific to architecture, and provides measurements of semantic change.

Standard ontologies are selected to adequate the CAAD data in description
logics commonly found in the linked data cloud:
• SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System) providing a common data
model for sharing and linking knowledge organization systems via the Web.
It is a family of formal languages designed for representation of thesauri,
classification schemes, taxonomies, subject-heading systems, or any other
type of structured controlled vocabulary.
• Dublin Core: The standard metadata classification system, arising from a
need to create a digital “library card catalogue” for the Web, it is made up of
15 metadata elements that offer archiving and cataloguing information.
• FOAF (Friend-of-A-Friend) is a machine-readable ontology describing
persons, their activities and their relations to other people and objects. FOAF
allows groups of people to describe social networks without the need for a
centralized database. FOAF defines an open, decentralized format for connecting people across social networks.
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• Geography and Geonames: For concepts in space, with 8 million place names
where of 6.5 million unique features categorized in of nine feature classes,
and further subcategorized into one out of 645 feature codes.
• OWL-Time: The ontology of Time Topological Relations and Axioms is a
representative ontology expressing temporal relationahipsrelationships,
concepts and properties common to any formalization of time.

Following formal ontology languages used to encode CAAD Ontology:
• Web Ontology Language (OWL-DL) is part of a family of knowledge representation languages based on Description Logics (DL) for authoring ontologies, and is endorsed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). OWLDL has declarative semantics.
• XML Schema Definition (XSD) describes the structure of XML documents.
• Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a W3C specification originally
designed as a metadata data model. It has come to be used as a general
format for conceptual description of information that is embedded
online.
• RSS Variant of RDF used for syndication and aggregation.
• OAI-PMH, the Bibliographic metadata harvesting and exchange protocol,
used to link existing bibliographic databases with the CAAD Ontology.
4.2. Applications of CAAD ontology

Besides the standard bibliometric, semantic and network analyses of the branch
of knowledge concerned, it is possible to build social networking applications
limited to CAAD research. These network applications can reside within the
online social networking websites, by utilizing services such as Facebook Connect or OpenSocial to build scholarly social networking applications via CumInCAD. Bibliographic coupling, co-citation analysis and other indicators of the
social aspects of scholarly research would provide the Social Network Analysis
(SNA) metrics for such subject specific or micro-social networks within a
researchers social graph, and this can be represented through professional
networking sites such as LinkedIn, which typically provide untyped relationships between people, as illustrated in Figure 6 (compare with Figure 4).
A (bi-) annual conference is probably the most important activity of social
networking and it delivers on top of this a “tangible” result by means of proceedings. However, there is a demand for distance-asynchronous communications between the conferences and other synchronous activities. As already a
variety of social networking platforms exist, the potential for getting “connected” is there, and should be able to point bits and pieces of information to
a central repository of CAAD texts. Finally, the Association of Collegiate Schools
of Architecture (ACSA) and European Association for Architectural Education
(EAAE) need be mentioned in this respect as well.
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4.3. Micro-social networks (MSN) and communications

The CAAD Ontology is able to qualify each relationship based on research
outputs, in effect changing the untyped links between people to semantic links
as illustrated in Fig. 4. It is also possible to form micro-social networks that
span across the many trust domains that a CAAD researcher may use online,
and using federated identity, create a network across multiple trust domains.
While federation is provided by identity services, the CAAD Ontology provides
the explicit semantics to qualify or type the interpersonal ties he may have with
other identities, indicated by the authorship, citation and topic metrics; and
inferences based on the axioms stored in the ontology. This operation extracts
several context-sensitive MSN from a large data cloud, which is represented in
RDF vocabularies such as FOAF or SIOC.
Micro-social networks are formed when unqualified (such as FOAF:
Knows) links between individuals are converted into semantic links (CAAD:
Knows [inContext]), in effect reifying a generic network of interpersonal relations into a context specific one across multiple trust domains (the person is a
co-author for another person, or the person’s research is bibliographically
coupled with others). Relationships within a micro-social network are further
resolved using semantic links and rules in the CAAD Ontology. In doing so,
the MSN provide social-semantic distance measures between any set of concepts and persons in the CAAD Ontology.
As MSN support context-aware communications, researcher may log-into
his preferred social networking site and broadcast a message across many social
networks, however, only to other CAAD researchers. By providing for communications over semantic links using the DL provided by CAAD Ontology,
micro-social networks in the CAAD context make it possible for researchers
to form a social-semantic network amongst themselves, as we enrich relationships already created across trust domains, it becomes possible for the CAAD
Ontology to evolve just by using it, as researchers claim their data, qualify it
further, and re-publish it across domains.
figure 6. un-typed (“knows”) links between caad researchers on facebook.
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5. EXAMPLES

Bibliometrics is an established field of research, which applies statistical methods to research, aiming citation and content analysis. In the framework of this
research we have expanded the statistical bibliometric analytics, and key differences between previous bibliometric analysis of CAAD literature (Turk et
al. 2001) are discussed using cases below:
5.1. CAAD: Lexicon - Diachronous and synchronous studies in context

Fig. 1 illustrates an example cluster of keywords in two successive conferences,
and observed changes. Here a linguistic processor was able to reify concepts
around the idea of education in CAAD from a series of assertions in full text
publications, and then plot the changes on a diachronous axis, showing how
the locus of an idea tends to shift in time (Bhatt and Kishore 2008).
In the next example, we isolate clusters of connected concepts that occur
in the CAAD Ontology, but not in the common knowledge ontologies about
architecture. We do this by inference over the CAAD Lexicon, which uses a
semi-formal SKOS conceptualization. As SKOS provides for several types of
semantic relationships and associations between the concepts a simple ontology extraction technique, our forward chaining reasoners—even as they begin
inferencing from the CAAD Lexicon—have a goal that is outside of it, and in
common concepts in architectural studies. Figure 7 illustrates result of such a
forward-chaining process, where we start with the term “Digital Fabrication”
and a set of asserted relationships; and iterate through to the antecedents of
the concept, until a state of satisfiability is reached.
5.2. CAAD: Publication activity and scientific collaborations

Figure 4 shows clusters of agents associated with several papers and keywords,
where they are related by semantics. Such networks arise as we treat the corpus
of CAAD as a large span, asynchronous discourse. Whereas bibliometrics (Turk
et al. 2001) provide for the foundations of such a network analysis, these networks are extracted using, additionally, standard Social Network Analysis
metrics, augmented by the declarative semantics stored in the CAAD Ontology.
And as such, provide a view of the discipline not in a data context typical of
bibliometric analysis, but in context of human relationships, proximities and
meaning of the work that was undertaken.
Figures 8 and 9 present a scholarly network that is built around the network
of concepts illustrated in Figure 7. The corpus of Robert Woodbury, although
not particularly focussed in the concepts enumerated in Figure 7, tends towards
the very same super concepts, namely, Construction, Modelling, Knowledge and
Gaming.
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figure 7. the network of concepts around “digital fabrication”.

For a statistical analysis (numbers in topics of CAAD paper) the graph has
predicates, which lead to inferences and depictions at a micro-level. Here the
focus is laid on Woodbury’s academic productivity, shown along three axes (a)
social (b) peer (c) in time, and it can be augmented by the productivity of a
select set of his co-authors who have gone on to work together, and spawned
a “social network” around the key concepts. A micro-social network of researchers is established and a “society of ideas” developed. Further investigations
could focus on the range of subjects over time or synchronously.
Even as bibliometric methods caution against citation analysis applied at a
micro-level, (Glänzel and Schoeplin 1994) a semantic and micro-social networks
analysis combined with citation analysis as illustrated above seems to overcome
some of the limitations. Figure 9 already shows co-authorship nets, corresponding with topic cliques in Figure 7, and the structure of the resulting graphs let
us view CAAD knowledge as it is constructed, not in a deterministic view, but
rather in a modelling view (Bhatt 2008) built by a community of peers sharing
strong pedagogies.
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figure 8. the co-authorship of papers, with one graph line showing the numbers of papers
in a year, authors, and a third showing citations.

5.3. CAAD: Indications of citation Impact and scholarly output

According to Glänzel and Schoepflin (1994), citations give “a formalised account
of the information use and can be taken as a strong indicator of reception at this
level.” Researchers cite one another for multiple reasons in this regards, for
example, to indicate novel knowledge or to adjust existing knowledge; and in
many cases, for reasons of community. They cease to cite a particular work of
research when what it conveys becomes common knowledge in the discipline.
Many patterns in citation emerge, and are amenable to standard statistical
analytics.
A remarkable shift in “local” impact became apparent (Cerovsek 2004) since
published conference papers were made widely accessible in an easy way by
means of CumInCAD and the number of citations grew instantly.
On the other hand, CAAD’s Seven Deadly Sins (Maver 1995) is one of a
handful of papers of an extraordinary significance here. However, the result of
ontological processing of this paper primarily leads to an interpretation, that
this publication doesn’t follow the standard citation patterns at all. Though only
two (!) pages long and sometimes perceived as a provocation, it considers in
fact the “Topics of CAAD” as analyzed by a researcher obviously on a mental
basis. Further work on the CAAD Ontology could demonstrate, to what extent
these “deadly sins” have or haven’t lost actuality in the meantime.
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figure 9. the co-authorship network with dark ovals show years, rectangles are
publications, and light ovals show collaborators, distributed by similarity.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The CAAD Ontology frameworks make explicit what remained tacit in the
CAAD corpus, these can be queried variously and by semantically
linking the CAAD Ontology to the linked data cloud, we have placed the formalized knowledge in the context of the various disciplines in effect resulting
in a space encompassing CAAD knowledge. It is possible to query this space,
or make inferences with it. We have illustrated some key operations possible
in investigating structure of CAAD as a research discipline above.
Such operations expand the standard bibliometric methodologies,
which are typically used to estimate the impact of a certain intervention in a
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research field. As the CAAD Ontology expands the sense of what is contained
in the research, it becomes possible to add several speculative dimensions. It
is possible for institutions and organisers to analyse patterns and focus intervention towards an anticipated change.Apartchange. Apart from such mesolevel analysis, having to do with publication and research investments of institutions and technical conferences or journals, there is a micro-level aspect, we
have shown above as to how certain research topics and careers engender
micro-social networks of individuals, and how expressive knowledge can be
re-used by researchers in the course of their work.
We envisage several new tools coming out of the CAAD Ontology in near
future, such as (a) A CAAD Plug-in to social networking sites, and upgrade of
CumInCAD data so that authors can manage their research profiles and publish them, and use CAAD research metrics to enhance their reputations in the
social web; and (b) Visualization tools, and API access to the CAAD Ontology
—for example, for researchers to use CAAD Knowledge in their standard word
processing tools.
As the cases have illustrated, the CAAD Ontology infrastructure supports
reasoning over time, and synchronous reasoning about CAAD knowledge, and
this, we hope has a certain pedagogic value to the research community. This
infrastructure is available online, and various types of tests are setup already.
The examples above are there to illustrate the type of experiments that can be
done, for example in re-searching the socially determined construction of
knowledge in CAAD and the manner in which argumentation is constructed
throughout the corpus and the way ideas are obliterated in the course of
things.
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